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Exhibition and office spaces, due to the nature of their function,
have increased demand on efficiency in order to provide a habitable
environment for a big fluctuation of users. They require a
carefully calculated and designed infrastructural system of
ventilation, lighting and electricity outputs, sufficient to host the
maximum number of users. Consequently, the naked interior of the
aforementioned spaces is coloured by the visible technical
infrastructure. The stainless steel slats of the vents, the shiny pipes
and the patterns of the cables, urbanise the ceiling and create a fifth
interior facade, following its own logic and organisation.
The flexibility and materiality of the 6x6 module, when
approached holistically, is able to change the perception of space
and create diverse atmospheres depending on the intended use.
Drawing inspiration from the possibilities of the module itself we
propose a dropped ceiling in the form of a thick
wooden grid that aims to superimpose a new organisation on the
existing infrastructure of any space. Our goal is to utilize the fine
craftsmanship of the system that Marco Roversi and Nicholas
Bewick introduced, in order to expand its possibilities from the
ground to the ceiling.
More specifically, two environments are conceived as possible
proposals, demonstrating the potential described above. A primary
grid of 120x120 was used for both examples, in which an existing
infrastructure is incorporated. On one hand the atmosphere of the
exhibition space is enhanced by the dark walnut material and led
panels casting ample diffused light for the exhibits. On the other,
the office space has a more industrial ambiance created by an
assemblage of pine wood and the building’s technological
elements: pipes, cables and vents.
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Possible combinations of the 6x6 module with an existing technical infrastructure
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